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1. Suppose that w=f(z) =a0+ßi3+ • • • is regular in |s[ <1 and

takes there values lying in a domain D in the w plane. Let A (R) be

the radius of the largest circle whose centre lies on | ^ J =R, and

whose interior lies in D.

In a recent paper Dvoretzky [2 ] has obtained some bounds for the

coefficients of f(z)' when f(z) is schlicht and restrictions are placed on

the growth of A (R) as a function of R. Suppose that

A(R) = O(Ry).

Then he has shown that

| an\ = 0(w?'<2-?>), 0 <y < 1,

| a» | = Of»-1'*!-2/*»-^), y < - 2,

with intermediate result for intermediate values of y.

We shall show (Theorem II) that the weaker hypothesis

A(R) = o(R)

is sufficient to imply

| an | = Oí.»-1'*»"«)

for every positive e if /(z) is schlicht, and

I a» I = 0(n')

in the general case. The proof is a simple application of Schottky's

theorem. We also obtain a result in the Bloch-Landau case when

A(R) is uniformly bounded (Theorem III).

2. Our results are based on the following theorem.

Theorem I. Suppose that with the notation of the previous section

|zo| <1, |/(zo)| =R, where A(R) <2R/3. There exists an absolute con-

stant K such that we have

.       KA(R)
(2.1) !/'(».)< | •

1 - I zo |

By integration of the inequality (2.1) we obtain bounds for the
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maximum modulus oif(z)

M[p,f] = max |/(3)|,
|2|=P

and hence using the Cauchy inequalities, or in the case of schlicht

functions the area principle, bounds for the coefficients. These latter

sharper bounds can also be obtained whenever the area principle

holds, e.g., for finitely mean-valent functions.

We can deduce the following result.

Theorem II. Suppose that we have A(R)<eR for R>R0 where

e<2/3. Then

(2.3) M[p,f] <p(l-P)-K<,

(2.4) | a. | <pe(n+ \)K', n = 1, 2, • • • .

If further f(z) is schlicht in \z\ <1, then

(2.5) | an | < pe2K<n-ll2+Kt, n = 1, 2, • • • ,

where p = max (\a0\, Ro). In particular if the hypothesis holds for every

positive e, so does the conclusion.

We also consider the case when A(R) is uniformly bounded. In this

case Dvoretzky [2] obtained

| an | = O {log «}

for a schlicht function/(s). We can use the bound 7,2:1/2 obtained

by Ahlfors [l] for the Bloch-Landau constant to prove the following

theorem.

Theorem III. Suppose that A(R)^=C, 0^£<<», where C is a
constant. Then we have

(2.6) M[p,f(z) - ao] = Clog^-?,
1 - p

(2.7) | an\ < eC, n = 1, 2, • • • .

If further f(z) is schlicht, we have given e, 0<e<l,

(2.8) | an | < C(l + €)»-<i'2> log (6n/e), n = 1, 2, • • • .

3. Proofs. We proceed to prove Theorem I. Let/(z0) =w0 where

| Wo| =£. Let Wi be a point on the circle | w\ =R such that

| a>i — wo | = 3^4(£).

Since by hypothesis 3A(R) <2R, Wi exists. Now choose a, b not in D
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such that

\a-wo\úA(R),        \b- Wi\£A(R).

We put p = 1 — I zo|, and consider

/(zo + pz) - a
g(V =-:-

o — a

Then g(z) is regular and g(z) 9*0 or 1 in \z\ < 1. Also

\ b — 0 | = | wi — wo|— I a — Wo|— \ b — Wi| 2: A(R),

so that

1 a — wo 1
«(0) | =

b — a

A(R)
<-^= 1.- A(R)

Thus we have by Schottky's theorem |g'(0)| ^K/5, where K is an

absolute constant, and since \b — a\ ^|wi —w0| +|m>i — b\ +\w0 — a\

^5A(R), we deduce

p | f'(zo) | = | b - a | | g'(0) | è 5A(R)K/5 = iL4(£).

This proves Theorem I.

We proceed to deduce Theorem II. Suppose that with the hy-

potheses of that theorem

|/(Pe»)| = M [p, f]>Ro.

Let r be the smallest non-negative number such that |/(¿e*')| >£o,

r<t<p. Then we have clearly |/(rei(,)| gp. We put £=|/(¿ew)| and

have by (2.1)

dR       KeR
(3.1) -á-' r < I < p.

dt       \-t

This yields on integration

R(p)                   1 - r 1
log- ^ Kt log- ^ £e log

1-p 1-P

which proves (2.3). Next we take p = 1 — l/(«+l) =n/(n +1) and

deduce

„ „N      «»   £ —^^ ^ ( 1 + -) p(« + 1)*« < «p(» + l)Äe

(3.2) p" \        »/

g pe2K'nKt,
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which gives (2.4). If further f(z) is schlicht, the area of the image

of the circle \z\ <p by f(z) is at most x {M[p, /]}2, so that

£n|a»|V»á [M[p,f]]\
n=l

Thus we may replace \an\ by nI/2|a„[ in (3.2) so that (2.5) also fol-

lows. This completes the proof of Theorem II.

Ahlfors [l ] has shown that the Bloch-Landau constant L satisfies

7,2:1/2. Thus if f(z)=z+ • • • is regular in |z| <1, f(z) takes all
values in a circle of radius at least 1/2. To prove Theorem III we

apply this result to

g{z)={j(t+¿) ~/(zo)} A1 " ' z° '2)/,(2o)]=2+• ■ •

which is regular in |z| <1 and omits values in every circle of radius

greater than C/[(l— |z0| 2)|/'(z0)| ] by hypothesis. Thus

C/[(l-|zo|2)|/'(zo)|]=y>

2C
(3.3) |/'(3o)| =

l-|zo|2

We apply Cauchy's inequality to f'(z) = X!b=i wa„zB_1, and deduce

1 2C
»| o,| =—-M[p,f] g

p"-1 p'-Hi - p2)

If we put p2 = (n — l)/(w+l), this gives

,      . n+ \(n+ 1\(»-»/2        / (n+ 1)»+! V'2
a»   =C-(-) =C[~-)    <eC.

n    \n - 1/ \n2(n - l)""1/

This proves (2.7) for «2:2. For « = 1 the result follows from (3.3).

Next we have, using (3.3),

i       C " i , C    dt 1 + p
| f(pe») - a01 g  I    | /'(¿e») \ dt ¿ 2C \    -= C log-^-,

•/o Jo    1 — t2 1 — p

which proves (2.6). Lastly if/(z) is schlicht, we have from the area

principle

n 1/21 «„ | á —-— á — log-»
p- p"        1 - p
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and, if we put p = (l + €)_1/B, where 0<é<1, this gives

. (1 + e)1"» + 1 6«
I a, | < Cn-"2(1 + e) log )- < C(l + e)n^'2 log -,

(1 + «)1/n — 1 «

which is (2.8).

4. The functions ((l+z)/(l-z))2«/*and (2C/V) log ((l+z)/(l-z))

show that the orders of magnitude obtained in (2.3) and (2.6) are

fairly sharp. Also in (2.7) eC cannot be replaced by any quantity

less than C as the function Czn shows for each value of n. It is possible

however that under sufficiently strong conditions one can show that

an—»0. This is the strongest result that is true for bounded general

functions. One may ask also whether the orders of magnitude in

(2.4), (2.5), and (2.8) can be improved.

In connection with Theorem III we note that (2.7) is an immediate

consequence of (3.3). Thus (2.7) holds more generally if f(z) belongs

to a class of functions/(z), which contains with/(s) all functions of

the form/((3o+3)/(l+30z)) for |z0| <1, and such that |/'(0)| g2C

for every member of the class. This is true for instance if f(z) maps

no subdomain of the unit circle onto a schlicht circle of radius greater

than 25C, where B is Bloch's constant, so that in this case (2.7) again

holds. Thus "Bloch functions" also have uniformly bounded coeffi-

cients, a fact which has not been previously noticed, I believe.
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